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Introduction
In view of most suggestive several techniques for Internet's innovation, I 

believe expert feature recognition could be carried out based on three kinds of 
intelligence. 

（1）The first is knowledge intelligence, which mainly takes advantage of  
knowledge resources in various academic database ,which reflects experts ' 
research areas. 

（2）The second is web intelligence, which related with various  Web 
resources, such as expert affiliations web site, Baidu encyclopedia, Wikipedia, 
and so on, with the help of which we may obtain expert profiles using text 
analysis methods. 



Introduction
In view of most suggestive several techniques for Internet's innovation, I 

believe expert feature recognition could be carried out based on three kinds of 
intelligence. 

（3）The last is social network intelligence through scientific research 
groups, social network platforms (such as Sina weibo), academic forums 
(such as small insects), and technology communities (CSDN), we can get 
users’ tag,post,comment and so on, which reveals the concerns and interests 
of experts.



Literature Review-1



Focusing on Fig 1, relevant researchers have done some 
work, which can be summarized into four parts:

(1) Recognition method based on knowledge resources

(2) Recognition method based on Web resources

(3) Recognition method based on social network resources

(4) Integrated recognition method of multiple resources

Literature Review-2



Methodology-1



Methodology -2



Methodology -3



Methodology -4
Three entities in Fig.3 have gone through two multiplicity passes, so 

knowledge expert feature vectors is equal to accumulation of keywords vector 
in his(her) all academic resources, showed in eq.(1), which takes time span 
and expert research direction evolution into account.



Methodology -5



Methodology -6



Methodology-7

As there exists noise or conflict among three expert eigenvectors obtained by 
single baseline method, so we have designed multi-sensor information fusion 
algorithm, in which  “resource balancing degree”  is the key factor.

Resource balancing degree is to describe the distribution of the resource acquired 
by three kinds of sensors. If r1,r2, r3 respectively represents amount of resources 
knowledge sensor, Web sensor, social network sensor have gotten.p1=r1/ (r1+r2+r3) 
represents knowledge resources proportion, so are p2 and p3, Resource balancing 
degree can be calculated with eq. (2)



Methodology-8



Empirical analyses-1
(1) Analysis object

We select CNKI as knowledge base, top 11 journals in computer categories as 
knowledge resources. Based on search results, we randomly select 10 computer 
experts from top 20 experts in high yield.
(2) The control group

We choose expert research interests provided in the site of C-DBLP 
(http://www.cdblp.cn) as the control group.



Empirical analyses-2
(3) Test procedure

①Using knowledge sensor to obtain expert eigenvector v1 and amount of 
resource r1 

②Using social network Sensor to obtain expert eigenvector v2 and amount of 
resource r2.We choose ①"knowledge resources" as social network nodes in the 
paper, that is to say social network is citation network. In order to simplify 
calculations, this article only analyzes the citation of highly cited papers and 
publishing source from 11 kinds of periodicals mentioned . We obtain highly cited 
papers with the help of Ziff's second law, the formation of which is showed in eq. 
(3)



Empirical analyses-3
(3) Test procedure

③Using Web sensor to obtain expert eigenvector v3 and amount of resource r3.
In view of web resources with large quantities and uneven quality, so we set our 

qualified experts from high credibility Web sites, including expert affiliations Web 
site, http://www.sciencenet.cn (Web of science),http://baike.baidu.com (Baidu 
encyclopedia) and http://zh.Wikipedia.org (Wikipedia), as shown in Table 4.



Empirical analyses-4
（4）Set  = =1.0, follow multi-sensor information fusion algorithms to 
generate comprehensive expert eigenvector v, as shown in Table 5.



Empirical analyses-5
（5）Compared to expert feature provided by C-DBLP and using vector 
cosine formula to calculate similarity, we find that this method is more 
objective than expert evaluation.



Empirical analyses-6
（6）Table 6 shows that the similarity between them is 0.2766 without 
control of thesaurus. When we do manual control over synonymous and 
hierarchical relationships among words, such as consolidation "computer 
animation“ and "cartoon", Petri and Petri nets, the similarity is upgrade to 
0.3879. Likewise, if we bring in outside thesaurus, and join the control 
word correlation, the similarity may be further enhanced.



Conclusion
In view of definite difference of journal sources and other multi-sources 

information fusion methods, for example MSDFS (Moreira et al., 2013), the 
result is within the acceptable range. Through table 6, we discover the similarity 
varies widely, our multi-source information fusion method also needs to make 
improvements by increasing the number of experts feature, adding vocabulary to 
standardize key words selection, and so on.

However it should be noted that academic resources associated with expert 
feature recognition take great amount, for example, Moreira et al. (2013) use 
DBLP Computer Science Bibliography Dataset as data source, Lu et al. (2008) 
choose teachers of Wuhan University for test object. The research on "niche 
experts", "Web experts" also need to be further done.

Thanks for your attention！
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